The accordance pre-order describes whether a service can safely be replaced by another service. That is, all partners for the original service should be partners for the new service. Partners for a service interact with the service in such a way that always a certain common goal can be reached.
see [DN87]) does not imply stuck-free conformance, and stuck-free conformance is strictly larger than the refusal 48 pre-order [Phi87] . 49 Overview. In Section 2 we provide some basic definitions. In Section 3 we compare accordance and fair testing 50 without any restrictions. In Section 4 we introduce some restrictions on the tests used for fair testing, and prove 51 that this kind of fair testing is equivalent to accordance. In Section 5 we replace a restriction on the tests by some 52 restrictions on the services being tested. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss some practical aspects, and in Section 7 we 53 summarize the obtained results. In this section we define the most important concepts that we will use. 56 2.1. Processes 57 Let A be a set of actions containing three special actions: the silent action τ, the termination action , and 58 the success action . Processes are represented as non-empty (but possibly infinite) tree-shaped labeled transition 59 systems; for every reachable state, there is exactly one path from the initial state. A branch of a tree is an action in the 60 tree followed by the remainder of the tree. We write p w = = ⇒ if there exists a p such that p w = = ⇒ p , and we write p = ⇒ p if there exists a w such that p w = = ⇒ p . 68 We build example processes in ACP-style [BW90] with the action prefix operators "a ·", for each action a ∈ A, and infix choice operator "+" (which is commutative and associative). The "deadlock" process δ represents a state without outgoing edges, and for each action a ∈ A, we abbreviate the process a · δ by a. The merge operator H on two processes denotes composition by synchronizing the actions from the set H and interleaving the other actions; the set H should contain , and should not contain and τ. We also use the renaming operator ρ f , where f is a function on
A such that f (τ) = τ. The operational rules are as follows:
.
For conciseness, in the merge operator H we often leave the set H implicit. Given the operational rules, we can use 69 p q w = = ⇒ p q to denote that there exist u and v such that p u = = ⇒ p , q v = ⇒ q , and w can be obtained from u and v by 70 synchronizing the actions from H and interleaving the other actions. 71 Definition 1 (visited state). Let x and y be processes. Process x can visit a state r of process y iff there exists a state 72 q of process x such that x y = ⇒ q r.
73
We introduce the abbreviation p a, for any process p and any action a, to specify a class of properties related 74 to the testable properties from [vGV06].
75
Definition 2 (leadsto). Let p be a process, and let a be an action. We use p a to denote that in every execution of process p, as long as action a has not occurred, action a can occur in the future, i.e.,
Accordance

76
The accordance pre-order indicates whether some process y can be replaced by some other process x, without 77 endangering the interaction with any partner for y. To formalize this, we first define a partner for a process y as a 78 process z such that their composition y z has a certain behavioral property.
79
In this paper we consider the weak-termination property, i.e., a final state is always reachable. We use action to 80 mark the final states; it is a synchronized action in order to deal with the final states in a composed process.
81
Definition 3 (partner). A process z is a partner for a process x iff the composition of x and z can always reach a final 82 state, i.e., x z .
83
Definition 4 (accordance). Two processes x and y are related in the accordance pre-order, i.e., x acc y, iff each 84 partner for y is a partner for x. Two processes x and y are accordance equivalent, iff x acc y and y acc x.
85
This kind of accordance differs from the one in [SMB09], which considers deadlock-freedom instead of weak 86 termination. The accordance notion from [vdALM + 09] addresses weak termination, but it is restricted to finite and 87 acyclic processes (and hence deadlock freedom coincides with weak termination). Equivalent pre-orders are the 88 conflict pre-order from [MSR06], and the sub-contract pre-order from [BZ07].
89
As an example, suppose a and b are synchronized actions. A process becomes smaller in the accordance pre-order 90 by reducing some of its internal choices, e.g., τ · a · acc τ · a · + τ · b · . In contrast to what was expected 91 4 in [CGP08], and to some cases in Section 6.2, a process does not become smaller by increasing some of its external 92 choices, e.g., a · + b · and a · are unrelated (consider the potential partners b · and a · + b). Nevertheless, 93 both processes are smaller than a · + b, where the branch b (or b · δ) denotes that no partner may synchronize on b 94 in this state.
95
For some general properties of accordance-like pre-orders we refer to [MV09] . In particular, accordance is a 96 pre-congruence with respect to the associative operator H . However, accordance is not a congruence with respect to 97 operator +; e.g., a acc δ and b · acc b · , but a + b · acc δ + b · (consider the potential partner 98 a + b · ).
99
For some processes there exist no partners; such processes are called uncontrollable [Wol09]. The simplest exam-100 ple of an uncontrollable process is δ.
101
Definition 5 (controllable process). A process x is controllable iff there exists a partner for x. To formalize the fair testing pre-order [BRV95, NC95, RV07], we first define the notion of a successful test. We 104 use the action to model success of a test; it is an unsynchronized action as it should not occur in the process being 105 tested.
106
Definition 6 (successful test). Let x be a process that does not contain the action . A process t is a successful test 107 on x iff the composition of x and t can always reach a state where can be performed, i.e., x t .
108
Definition 7 (fair testing). Let x and y be two processes that do not contain the action . Processes x and y are 109 related in the fair testing pre-order, i.e., x ft y, iff each successful test on y is a successful test on x.
110
Fair testing is known to imply the (completed) trace pre-order. The other way around, processes x = a · and 111 y = a + a · are trace equivalent, but in terms of fair testing we only have x ft y. This is also depicted in Figure 1 .
112
Being a partner is a symmetric notion (z is a partner for x iff x is a partner for z), but being a successful test is To position accordance in the spectrum from Figure 1 , consider the processes x = a * a · and y = a * a · + a * δ; 123 the binary Kleene star a * p, for any action a and process p, is the least fix-point X of the equation X = a · X + p.
124
Accordance distinguishes between x and y, as x has a partner, e.g., a * , whereas y is uncontrollable. On the other 125 hand, ready simulation does not distinguish between x and y; see [vGV06] . Thus we conclude that accordance is not 126 implied by any of the pre-orders depicted at the top of Figure 1 .
127
In [MSR06, BZ07] it is shown that fair testing implies accordance. For completeness reasons, and for later use, 128 we also provide a proof for it.
129
Theorem 1 (Fair testing implies accordance). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action holds:
x ft y ⇒ x acc y .
Proof. Let x and y be processes that do not contain the action . Let x ft y, i.e., each successful test on y is a 130 successful test on x.
To prove x acc y, let z be a partner for y. What remains to be proved is that z is a partner for x.
131
As is an unsynchronized action, we can reduce the case that partner z contains to a partner that does not 132 contain (by renaming to τ). In what follows, we consider the case that z does not contain the action . 133 We can complete the proof if there exists a test t such that for every process p (like x and y) that does not contain 134 : p z ⇔ p t . Such a process t can be constructed from the given partner z (see also [MSR06, BZ07] , 135 which contain the same observation) by replacing every occurrence of the action by the term · . The proof of 136 ⇒ uses that is an unsynchronized action, and the proof of ⇐ uses that p and z do not contain the action .
137
As an example, the processes x = a · + b · and y = τ · a · + b · are related by x ft y and x acc y.
138
In the proof, the example partner z = a · is replaced by the test t = a · · . In the proof of Theorem 1 we have only used a limited number of successful ft -tests, viz., tests where each is 141 immediately followed by a trivial test. To make this explicit, we first define a restricted kind of fair testing. From the definition of restricted testing, we can immediately conclude its relation to fair testing. Using these definitions, we can strengthen Theorem 1 based on its previously given proof.
151
Theorem 2 (Restricted testing implies accordance). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action holds:
x rt y ⇒ x acc y .
Counter-examples 152
Accordance does not imply restricted testing, as the processes x = a and y = δ indicate. As x and y are uncontrol-153 lable, x acc y holds. However, t = a + is a restricted test that is a successful test on y, but it is not a successful 154 test on x. A similar observation in terms of fair testing has been made in [MSR06, BZ07] . This example shows that 155 accordance gives no information on uncontrollable processes, while fair testing does.
156
Restricted testing is unrelated to the (completed) trace pre-order. The processes x = a · and y = a · · b are 157 restricted testing equivalent, but not (completed) trace equivalent. Similarly, the processes x = a and y = a + a · 158 are restricted testing equivalent (in both cases, after an a, every successful test is always able to reach as long as no 159 synchronization occurs; moreover, after any synchronization on the test must be trivial), but not (completed) trace 160 equivalent. This shows that restricted testing (and hence accordance) does not imply the (completed) trace pre-order, 161 nor any finer pre-order like fair testing. Using our earlier observation that ready simulation does not imply accordance, 162 we can conclude that the (completed) trace pre-order does not imply restricted testing. 163 These results indicate that fair testing is the coarsest pre-order known to us that implies accordance. In Figure 2 , 164 our pre-orders RT (restricted testing) and Acc (accordance) are shown in relation to those in Figure 1 . In what follows, 165 we study the differences between restricted testing and accordance. In this section we combine the observations from the previous section and define a kind of fair testing that is 168 equivalent to accordance. As accordance gives no information on uncoverable states, the idea is to restrict the tests 169 such that they can only visit states that can be visited by partners. For every process, the set of states can be partitioned into the states that can be visited using any partner and the 172 states that cannot. The states that can be visited using a partner are called coverable.
173
Definition 11 (coverable state). A state q of a process x is coverable iff there exists a partner z for x that can visit 174 state q.
175
Definition 12 (covering process). A process y is a covering process for a process x iff process y can only visit cover-176 able states of process x.
177
As an example, the process As mentioned before, the successful ft -tests that we have used in the proof of Theorem 1 are restricted tests.
199
Moreover, the used tests turn out to be covering tests, as every partner is a covering process. To make this explicit, we 200 again strengthen Theorem 1 based on its previously given proof.
201
Theorem 3 (Covering restricted testing implies accordance). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action holds:
x crt y ⇒ x acc y .
Expansion
202
Before proving that accordance implies covering restricted testing, we first develop some theory to relate partners 203 and covering tests. We introduce the notion of an expansion of a test, which corresponds to adding certain branches 204 after occurrences of action .
205
Definition 14 (expansion). An expansion of a test t is a process that can be obtained from t by adding branches to 206 states that occur after any action .
207
A covering test on process x cannot visit any uncoverable state of x. So, a successful covering test on x must be 208 expandable into a partner for x. We prove the following two useful lemmata relating partners and covering tests.
209
Lemma 1. Let x be a process that does not contain the action . Every successful covering test on x is expandable 210 into a partner for x.
211
Proof. Let x be a process that does not contain the action . Let t be a successful covering test on x. What remains 212 to be proved is that there exists a partner z for x that is an expansion of t.
213
As t is a successful covering test on x, in the composition x t always some state q r is reachable, in which q is a 214 covering state of x and r is a state of t, such that has already occurred at least once. As q is a covering state of x, 215 there exists a partner z for x such that in the composition x z a state q r is reachable, in which r denotes a state of 216 z . If before reaching any such state q the action has not occurred (recall that we consider processes as trees), then 217 we can ensure that is reachable with z by adding to any such a state r of t a τ-labeled edge to such a state r .
218
For the example process x = a · (b + b · + c · ), the successful covering test t = a · can be expanded 219 using the partner z = a · c · into the partner z = a · · τ · c · .
220
Lemma 2. Let x be a process that does not contain the action . Every restricted test that can be expanded into a 221 partner for process x is a successful covering test on x.
222
Proof. Let x be a process that does not contain the action . Let t be a restricted test, and let z be an expansion of t 223 that is a partner for process x. What remains to be proved is that t is a successful covering test on x.
224
Partner z is a covering process for x, even if some branches of z are removed. So every test that can be expanded 225 into z is a covering test on x.
226
To show that t is a successful test on x, we distinguish between two kinds of occurrences of in z. Each action 227 that is also present in the restricted test t is directly followed by a trivial test. Each other action in z is in a branch 228 that occurs after an action in t. In both cases it holds that, as z is a partner for x, test t is a successful test on x. Using this theory on covering restricted testing, we can prove that accordance implies covering restricted testing.
231
Theorem 4 (Accordance implies covering restricted testing). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action holds:
x acc y ⇒ x crt y .
Proof. Let x and y be processes that do not contain the action . Let x acc y, i.e., each partner for y is a partner for 232
x.
To prove x crt y, let t be a restricted test that is a successful covering test on y. What remains to be proved is that 233 t is a successful covering test on x.
234
Using Lemma 1, there exists a partner z for y such that z is an expansion of t. Using x acc y, z is also a partner 235 for x. Using Lemma 2, restricted test t is a successful covering test on x.
236
The example processes x = a · + b · and y = τ · a · + b · are related by x acc y and x crt y. In the 237 proof, the example test t = a · is replaced by the partner z = a · · τ · .
238
From the two implications presented in Theorems 3 and 4 we immediately conclude that accordance is equivalent 239 to covering restricted testing.
240
Corollary 2 (Accordance equals covering restricted testing). For any two processes x and y that do not contain 241 the action holds: x acc y ⇔ x crt y. In this section we study in which cases restricted testing and accordance coincide, or rather (based on Corollary 2), 244 in which cases restricted testing and covering restricted testing coincide. Instead of restricting the considered tests, as 245 we did in the previous section, we introduce two restrictions on the tested processes. In Theorem 2 we proved that restricted testing implies accordance, and in Theorem 4 we proved that accordance 248 implies covering restricted testing. Thus we conclude that restricted testing implies covering restricted testing.
249
Corollary 3 (Restricted testing implies covering restricted testing). For any two processes x and y that do not con-250 tain the action holds: x rt y ⇒ x crt y.
251
In the remainder of this section we focus on conditions under which we can prove, for any processes x and y, that 252
x crt y ⇒ x rt y. In contrast to the pre-order rt , the pre-order crt gives no information on uncontrollable 253 processes. Therefore, we have to focus on controllable processes. In Section 4, covering tests were introduced to avoid distinguishing between different uncoverable states. To avoid 256 this restriction on the tests, we introduce a normal form for the uncoverable states of the process being tested.
257
Uncontrollable processes have no partners or covering tests, while the smallest set of successful tests (in terms of 258 fair testing) is the set of trivial tests. The idea is to introduce a normal form such that uncoverable states correspond 259 to states for which only the trivial tests are successful.
260
The simplest uncontrollable process, viz., δ, is not a candidate for this normal form, as non-trivial tests like a + 261 are successful on process δ, but not on, e.g., the uncontrollable process a. is a successful test on every process x.
269
Instead of process U as defined in Lemma 3, we could also use the catastrophic divergent process CHAOS from 270 CSP [BHR84], but process CHAOS is more complicated than needed.
271
Definition 15 (pruned process). A process is pruned iff every first uncoverable state is equal to U.
272
Note that the first uncoverable states are well-defined, as we consider processes as trees with one initial state. Any 273 process can be transformed into an accordance-equivalent pruned process; pruning is the operation of replacing each 274 first uncoverable state (including all outgoing edges) by U. Pruning the example process x = a · (b + b · + c · ) 275 yields the process a · (b · U + b · U + c · ), which is bisimilar to a · (b · U + c · ). Moreover, every pruned 276 uncontrollable process is equal to U. To prove that crt implies rt , it turns out to be insufficient to restrict the processes to pruned processes. For 279 example, consider the two processes x = a · and y = a · + b · U, which are controllable and pruned processes 280 containing the synchronized actions a and b. The term b · U in y can be interpreted as that no partner may synchronize 281 on action b in this state; in contrast, a partner for x may offer synchronization on b. In this case x acc y holds, and 282 hence x crt y holds by Theorem 4, but the restricted test t = b · is successful for y, but not for x.
283
The problem is the action on the edge from a coverable to an uncoverable state. Although the proposed kind of 284 pruning does not change the semantics in terms of acc and crt , removing this action would change the semantics, 285 and hence we do not consider this to be feasible. 286 
11
To find a sufficient condition on the processes, let us consider a typical proof attempt for x crt y implies x rt y, 287 for any two processes x and y. Such a proof starts with a successful rt -test t on y. To use the crt -relation, test t 288 should be transformed into a crt -test. The following lemma describes a way to do so.
289
Lemma 4. Let x be a controllable and pruned process that does not contain the action . Any successful test on 290
x can be transformed into a successful covering test on x in two steps. First, replace each trivial test by action .
291
Second, replace some branches a · , where action a can move x from a coverable to an uncoverable state, by action 292 .
293
Proof. Let x be a controllable and pruned process that does not contain the action . Let t be a successful test on x.
294
As is a trivial test, replacing in t every trivial test by action yields a successful test t on x. Consider in the 295 composition x t each first reachable state q r , such that q is an uncoverable state of x and r is a state of t . As x 296 is controllable, there is also a reachable state q r, in which q is a coverable state of x and r is a state of t, such that 297 there is an edge q r a − → q r for a synchronized action a different from . As x is pruned, q is equal to U. As every 298 trivial test in t is equal to , we have r = . By replacing in t each such branch a · by we obtain a successful 299 covering test on x.
300
For the example process x = a · (b + b · + c · ), the successful test a · b · ( + a · ) is first transformed 301 into the successful test a · b · , and then in the successful covering test a · .
302
Using Lemma 4, a successful rt -test t on y can be transformed into a successful crt -test t on y. Using the given 303 crt -relation, test t is a successful crt -test on x. To conclude that t is a successful rt -test on x, we have to replace 304 in t some actions by a branch a · , for some synchronized action a. However, it is not guaranteed that a can be 305 accepted, and hence a deadlock may be introduced.
306
For the counter-example in the beginning of this section, test t = b · is transformed into the successful covering 307 test t = on x. To conclude that t is successful on x, action b should be accepted by x, but this is not the case.
308
To solve this issue, we assume not only that the processes have been pruned, but also that the considered set of 309 processes is vulnerable.
310
Definition 16 (vulnerable set of processes). A set of processes is vulnerable iff every action that can move some of 311 the processes from a coverable state (where has not yet occurred) to an uncoverable state, is an action that can 312 be accepted in every coverable state of each of the processes. A process x is vulnerable iff {x} is a vulnerable set of 313 processes.
314
This may sound like a severe restriction, but in Section 6.2 we will see that vulnerable sets of processes are 315 quite common in practice. Furthermore, pruning behaves nicely in terms of a vulnerable set of processes as it only 316 normalizes uncoverable states.
317
Lemma 5. Pruning each process in a vulnerable set of processes yields a vulnerable set of pruned processes. Using this theory on pruning and vulnerable processes, we can prove that covering restricted testing implies 320 restricted testing.
321
Theorem 5 (Covering restricted testing implies restricted testing). Let x and y be two controllable and pruned processes that do not contain the action . If x and y are in a vulnerable set of processes, then the following holds:
x crt y ⇒ x rt y .
Proof. Let x and y be controllable and pruned processes that do not contain the action , and that are in a vulnerable a successful covering test t on y. As all trivial tests in t had been replaced by , no occurs before such an a in t .
328
As test t is restricted, tests t and t are also restricted, and hence no occurs before such an a in t .
329
Using buffer for x, and the second merge synchronizes over the synchronized actions of the buffer for z.
380
To keep the binary setting of a given process x and a partner z, and to avoid imposing restrictions on the set of 381 all partners, we integrate the buffers with each given process. The resulting process is x B; see Figure 3 3. a synchronized action that gets a message from an output buffer for type m ∈ O; or 392 4. a synchronized action that puts a message in an input buffer for type m ∈ I.
393
In Section 2.2 we have seen that, in general, synchronous processes do not become smaller in the accordance pre-order by increasing some of their external choices. However, to some extent, this does hold for (I, O)-buffered processes in terms of the asynchronous processes they are based on. For example, consider the following extension of an asynchronous process (before introducing the buffers for I = {a, b} and O = ∅):
?a · → ?a · + ?b
In both cases, after introducing the buffers it is possible for a partner to synchronize on !b. Moreover, in both cases this is behavior after which proper termination cannot be guaranteed anymore. However, the following similar extension is not valid:
In this case a controllable process is extended to an uncontrollable process, and this makes the process bigger in the 394 accordance pre-order. 
